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Terms of Business 

THIS CATALOGUE CANCELS ALL PREVIOUS ISSUES 

All bulbs are offered subject to being unsold on receipt of order and to a satisfactory crop. 

No complaints as to quality of bulbs, health, size or number will be entertained unless made 
immediately on receipt of bulbs. 

I will not be responsible for results of planting or forcing but guarantee varieties true to name. 

Orders cannot be cancelled except by mutual consent. 

Not less than six bulbs supplied at the dozen rate or fifty at the hundred rate. 

All prices are for nett cash within two months from date of Invoice. One half per cent per 
month interest charged on overdue accounts. 

New customers are requested to send ca;h with order or satisfactory references. 

Customers in Great Britain and Northern Ireland can have their parcels sent under the C.O.D. 
scheme and pay the postman if desired. I reserve the right to send in this manner to unknown 
customers who have not sent remittance with order. 

Orders are dispatched as far as possible during August and any customer in the British Isles 
who has not received bulbs on order by the 10th September is requested to notify me 
immediately. 

PACKING CHARGE. Owing to increasing cost of boxes and packing materials I am com-
pelled to charge for this at the rate of 2/- or 28 cents for the first dozen bulbs ordered and 
1/- or 14 cents for each subsequent dozen. This applies to all orders both from Home and 
Overseas. 

CARRIAGE OR POSTAGE is charged on all Overseas Orders irrespective of value and 
on orders under 43 in value in British Isles. 

Overseas orders should be received as early as possible and should be accompanied by a remit-
tance sufficient to cover cost of postage, packing, etc. 

Overseas orders will be insured at customers' expense. 

Small lots of valuable bulbs can be sent by letter post or air mail if desired. 

All bulbs travel at customers' risk and expense. 

CURRENCY RESTRICTIONS. Customers in Australia and New Zealand are advised 
to consult their banlcers before placing orders. Otherwise they may be unable to obtain 
sterling to remit payment owing to present currency restrictions. 

NOTICE TO U.S.A. CUSTOMERS 

Dollar prices in this catalogue are based on an exchange rate of U.S.A. $2.81 to LI sterling 
and are subject to market fluctuations. 

PAYMENT. The best method of payment is by a personal dollar cheque or by banker's 
draft in U.S.A. dollars. 

PERMITS. Customers who wish to import Narcissus bulbs from me must first apply for a 
permit to do so to :- 

U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, 

Inspection House, 
Hoboken, N.J. 

giving my name and address, together with the number of bulbs you wish to import, or prefer-
ably a slightly larger number. When supplying your permit, the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
will also send you special green and yellow mailing tags, which you must forward at once to 
me to attach to your parcel or parcels of bulbs. These tags, which will bear your permit 
number, will take the bulbs first to the Inspection House at Hoboken, N.J., where they will 
be inspected, repacked and forwarded to your address. 

Customers are requested to send their orders as early as possible as I commence to replant all unsold 
bulbs early in September. 



Cultural Notes 
A well drained sunny plot which has been manured for a previous crop such 

as potatoes is ideal for growing first-class Daffodils. Planting should be completed 
as early as possible in August or early September, Beds about four feet wide are 
convenient, planting in rows about 10 inches apart across the beds, putting six to eight 
bulbs in each row according to the size and vigour of the variety. The bulbs should 
be covered with from three to five inches of soil according to size. It is advisable to 
place a small handful of sand below each bulb to ensure sharp drainage which is vitally 
important. 

As soon as the foliage appears in Spring the beds should be forked or hoed to keep 
weeds in check. Exhibition flowers may require protection from rough weather and 
six feet high hop screening is useful as a wind break. Small lots of choice flowers can 
also be protected with overhead covers placed about eighteen inches above the flowers. 
White calico covers are suitable for self yellow, bicolour and white varieties but red 
-cups require two thicknesses of hessian to prevent burning by sunlight. The covers 
should not be allowed to remain in position any longer than necessary as they tend 
to weaken the plants. 

Flowers should be put in water for twenty-four hours before packing for a show 
using light wooden boxes lined with paper. Pack with each row of flowers resting 
on a roll of tissue paper and the petals overlapping. After every third row has been 
packed the stems should be secured to the bottom of the box with tape and drawing pins. 

On arrival at the show, place the flowers in water immediately after cutting about 
half an inch from the bottom of the stem to allow them to recover from the journey. 
The flowers can then be selected and staged in the usual way. Generally three flowers 
are required in each vase arranged with a few clean daffodil leaves and firmed into 
position with moss. 

Many varieties are excellent pot plants for the cool greenhouse. Pot as early as 
possible using good loam with a little peat and sharp sand and a slight dusting of 
bonemeal. Crock the pots well and just cover the noses of the bulbs with soil. After 
potting plunge the pots in a sheltered plot In the garden, putting slates under the pots 
to prevent the entry of worms; filling in between and covering the pots with about 
two inches of soil. Before plunging cover the pots with a little moss to prevent the 
soil of the plunging bed becoming mixed with the potting compost. 

The pots can be lifted in batches as required from early January onward. As the 
days lengthen growth will be rapid. The secret of successful pot cultivation is ample 
ventilation and plenty of water both in the pots and on the benches and floor to ensure 
a moist atmosphere. 

The following are a few of the best for pots :- 

Amongst trumpets, Ardclinis, Ballygarvey, Cantatrice, Cromarty, Golden Miller, 
Kanchenjunga, Kingscourt, Pretotia, Rathkenny and Trousseau are suitable. 

Large-cupped varieties include Ballymarlow, Bellevue, Craigywarren, Crebilly, 
Dunfane, Dunkeld, Glenocum, Golden Torch, Irish Charm, Kilworth, Ludlow, Mexico, 
Ormeau, Parkmore, Polindra, Red Ranger, Rubra, Rustom Pasha, Saltash and the 
double Texas. 

Angeline, Ballycastle, Blarney, Chinese White, Glenwherry and Mahmoud are 
splendid small-cupped flowers indoors. 

Notes 
For easy reference this catalogue is arranged in alphabetical order. After each name the division 

an the R.H.S. Classification of Daffodils to which the variety belongs is given, followed by a number to indicate 
the approximate time of flowering, No. I being the earliest and No. 6 the latest. This is followed by the 
name of the raiser in brackets. 

ABBREVIATIONS : 

R.H.S.—The Royal Horticultural Society (London). 
M.D.S.—Midland Daffodil Society (Birmingham). 
P.C.—Preliminary Commendation. 
A.M.—Award of Merit. 
F.C.C.—First-class Certificate. 
VVisley Trials.—Trials conducted by the Royal Horticultural Society in their gardens at Wisley to 
test the suitability of varieties for garden decoration, etc. 

New Introductions for 1956 

HOLLYBERRY (Large-cupped 2a) 2-3 (W. J. Dunlop). A lovely show flower of first 
class quality, immense substance and perfect form. The broad smooth flat perianth is 
deep golden yellow and the nicely proportioned crown is deep crimson red. Bred 
from Trevisky x Sun Chariot this flower is remarkable for its wonderful depth of colour 
both in perianth and crown. Only a few bulbs to offer. 

£15 each. $42.15 each 

MALONE (Yellow Trumpet la) 3-4 (W. J. Dunlop). A first class yellow trumpet 
of medium size and most perfect quality having broad silken smooth slightly pointed 
perianth and beautifully balanced trumpet with a nicely rolled brim. The whole flower 
is deep golden colour throughout which deepens as the flower develops its full size 
and substance. One of the best flowers of its type seen to date. 

£15 each. ';:42.15 each 

PORTAFERRY (Small-cupped 3b) 4-5 (W. J. Dunlop). A grand late flowering 3b 
of lovely form and quality having smooth flat pure white perianth and solid deep orange 
red crown. Nice show flower, very vigorous and free flowering. 

£2 each. $5.62 each 

STORMONT (White Trumpet lc) 2-3 (W. J. Dunlop). A very striking large pure 
white trumpet of splendid exhibition form and lovely quality bred from Ardclinis x 
Kanchenjunga. The broad flat smooth perianth stands at right angles to the bold perfectly 
proportioned trumpet which is nicely rolled at the mouth. The whole flower is pure 
white throughout and of immense thick waxy texture. Very strong vigorous plant, 
free of bloom and increase. First-class stern and good neck. 

£10 each. $28.10 each 

TULLYGLASS (Large-cupped 2b) 3 (J. L. Richardson). A magnificent flower bred 
from Greenore x Greenisland. The broad smooth flat pure white perianth is of splendid 
thick substance and the well proportioned crown opens pale primrose soon passing 
to almost white with a flushed and rimmed margin of greenish lemon. Delightful cool 
colouring. First-class exhibition flower. Tall strong plant and good doer. 

£1 0 each. $28.10 each 

WOODGREEN (Large-cupped 2b) I (W. J. Dunlop). I consider this to be much the 
finest first-early Daffodil which I have seen to date opening here just after Forerunner 
and well before any of the ordinary first-early varieties such as Foresight. Bred from 
Brunswick x Parkmore, it is a flower of first-class quality having broad smooth pure 
white perianth and well balanced crown which approaches trumpet measurements. 
The crown is flushed and rimmed with greenish lemon which becomes intensified as 
the flower develops. Its most outstanding feature is its extreme earliness and should 
prove of immense value as a market flower when available in quantity. Delightful in 
pots apparently forcing very easily. Only one or two to offer. 

£15 each. $42.15 each 
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New Introductions for 1955 

BANBRIDGE (Yellow Trumpet la) 3-4 (J. L. Richardson). A lovely flower of superb 
form and highest quality having broad smooth flat overlapping perianth standing at 
right angles to the perfectly proportioned trumpet. The whole flower is of a most 
lovely deep old gold colour throughout which seems to deepen with age as the flower 
develops its wonderful size and substance. First class show flower and a strong vigorous 
grower and good doer. 

each. $19.67 each. 

CASTLEBAR (Yellow Trumpet) 2-3 (W. J. Dunlop). A lovely flower of good form 
and quality bred from Cromarty and rather similar in build to that variety having broad 
smooth perianth and nicely proportioned trumpet with delightfully rolled rim. The 
colour is a deep clear gold throughout. Good show flower and grand garden plant. 
First class stem and neck. 

15/- each, 150/- per dozen. 	$2.11 each, $21.08 per dozen 

HILLSBOROUGH (Bicolor Trumpet lb) 4 (W. J. Dunlop). Bred from Sincerity 
x Cantatrice. This is a flower of super quality and splendid size. Broad silken smooth 

pure white overlapping perianth without a crease standing at right angles to the pale 
lemon trumpet which is nicely rolled at the mouth. Valuable show flower coming 
later than most bicolor trumpets, One of my best flowers here last season. 

70/- each. $9.84 each 

LOUGH ERNE (Small-cupped 3b) 4-5 (W. J. Dunlop). A lovely seedling with all 
the points of a first class exhibition flower having broad snow white perianth of silken 
smoothness and thick waxy texture and nicely balanced eye rimmed with deep red. 
Strong vigorous plant and very free flowering. One of the finest of this type seen to date. 

73/- each $10.54 each 

PINK SMILES (Large-cupped 2b) 3-4 (W. J. Dunlop). A lovely decorative flower 
with a most striking deep amber pink cup which holds its colour to a quite remarkable 
extent. Broad spreading pure white perianth of decorative outline and crown approach-
ing trumpet measurement. Much admired here both as a garden plant and as a cut 
flower for house decoration. 

301- each. $4.22 each 

SAINTFIELD (Large-cupped 2b) 3 (W. J. Dunlop). A magnificent show flower of 
wonderful thick waxy texture, perfect 'orm and proportion and most lovely delicate 
colouring. Very smooth absolutely flat pure white perianth and somewhat bowl shaped 
white crown flushed with very pale pink. Tall strong plant with first class stem and 
neck. 

410 each. S28.10 each 

SNOW DREAM (Large-cupped 2c) 1-2 (W. J. Dunlop). A lovely early flower of 
perfect form having broad flat smooth pure white perianth and nicely proportioned 
crown which opens cream but soon passes to pure white. Vigorous and free making 
a perfect garden plant in addition to being a grand show flower. 

40/- each. $5.62 each 

ULSTER BEAUTY (Large-cupped 2b) 2 (W. J. Dunlop). A most charming flower 
bred from Gracious x Trousseau. Broad, flat overlapping pure white perianth; perfectly 
balanced trumpet crown which is white throughout except for a most lovely coo! 
lemon rim. Delightful colouring and a grand show flower. 

£6 each. $16.86 each 

General Collection 
ALAMEIN (Large-cupped 2a) 3 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1945. Best flower 
M,D.S., 1947. A lovely flower of the highest quality, with beautifully smooth, broad 
flat clear golden-yellow perianth segments, very slightly pointed at the tips, and a rather 
straight well-frilled medium-sized cup of intense deep solid orange-red. An ideal Show 
flower; tall strong-stemmed vigorous plant. 

5/- each, 55/- per dozen. 70 cents each, $7.73 per dozen 

ALDERGROVE (Large-cupped 2b) 3 (W. J. Dunlop). I consider this much the finest 
and most brilliantly contrasted bicolor in the Large-cupped Division which I have seen 
to date. The large pure white perianth is very broad and perfectly flat, of immense 
substance and lovely smooth texture standing at right angles to the perfectly propor-
tioned deep golden yellow crown. A first class show flower combining wonderful 
size and perfect quality. Only a few bulbs to offer. 

2/6 each, 27/- per dozen. 35 cents each, $3.79 per dozen 

ARBAR (Large-cupped 2b) 3-4 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1949. A magnificent 
exhibition flower of the highest quality having very broad flat pure white perianth 
and large saucer shaped deep reddish orange cup which stands sun reasonably well. 

£5 each. S14.05 each 

ARDCLIN1S (White trumpet Ic) 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A large flower of loveliest 
form, balance and quality clear white throughout of splendid substance and fine waxy 
texture; perianth broad and smooth trumpet beautifully proportioned and nicely 
flanged at the mouth. One of the best white trumpets. 

2/- each, 21/- per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 

ARMADA (Large-cupped 2a) I (Guy L. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S. A magnificent first 
early flower having broad smooth rich golden perianth and large bold frilled cup of 
intense deep tangerine-orange red which does not burn in the sun. The flowers are 
of great substance short necked and carried on tall strong stems. Very vigorous and 
free flowering. Without doubt the most outstanding and promising market flower 
introduced since Fortune which it will eventually replace. 

40/- each. $5.62 each 

ASKELON (White Trumpet Ic) 3 (Brodie of Brodie) A.M., R.H.S. A splendid trumpet 
having great pure white perianth of enormous breadth and absolute smoothness and 
perfectly balanced bell mouthed trumpet, white just very faintly toned with lemon. 

3/6 each, 38/- per dozen. 49 cents each, $5.34 per dozen 

AVE (Large-cupped 2c) 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Truth x Slemish this is a most 
perfect large absolutely pure white of flawless smoothness and symmetry, having broad 
pointed flat perianth standing at right angles to the large well balanced crown. Splendid 
show flower. 

15f- each. $2.11 each 

BAHRAM (Large-cupped 2a) 2.3 (J. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1951. A large 
flower of perfect form, fine quality and substance having broad smooth rich clear yellow 
perianth and perfectly proportioned rather shallow finely frilled vivid deep orange-red 
crown. 

1/6 each, 16/— per dozen. 21 cents each, $2.25 per dozen 

BALLINTOY (Large-cupped 2a) 4-5 (W. J. Dunlop). A splendid late flowering yellow 
red of beautiful quality having broad smooth deep golden yellow perianth and nicely 
proportioned deep red crown. Likely to prove of much value for late shows coming 
as it does when most flowers of its type are over. 

LIS each. $42.15 each 

ANGELI1s1E (Small-cupped 3b) 3 (A. M. Wilson). An extremely dainty flower with 
pure white perianth and citron white cup with a golden frill. Comes early for a flower 
of this type and appears to force easily. Beautifully scented, very free flowering and 
rapid increaser. 

17/6 each. $2.46 each 
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BALLYCASTLE (Small-cupped 3b) 3-4 (W. I.  Dunlop). P.C., R.H.S. 	A lovely show 
flower of splendid quality most attractive character and delightful colouring having 
broad smooth sparkling icy white perianth and shallow white crown edged with a most 
entrancing golden rim. Very free of bloom and increase and comes in lovely form in 
pots in the cool greenhouse. 1st prize Open Single Bloom class Div. 3b. Colour not 
Predominant, R.H.S. Daffodil Show, 1952. 

20/- each. $2.81 each 

BALLYGARVEY (Bicolor Trumpet lb) 3-4 (W. J. Dunlop). A magnificent brilliantly 
contrasted bicolor trumpet of the highest quality bred from Effective x Sincerity. Broad 
smooth flat pure white perianth standing at right angles to the deep golden trumpet 
which is beautifully rolled at the brim. A perfect show flower of splendid size, substance 
and perfect form, 1st prize open Single Bloom Class Division IB R.H.S. Daffodil Show, 
1951 

55/- each. 57.73 each 

BALLYMARLOW (Large-cupped 2a) 3 (W. J. Dunlop). An exceptionally brilliant 
flower of beautiful quality having broad flat smooth deep golden yellow perianth and 
well proportioned intensely vivid solid crimson red crown. One of the finest and most 
brilliantly coloured flowers seen to date. Comes in magnificent form with exceptionally 
brilliant colour in pots in the cool greenhouse. 

7/6 each, 80/- per dozen. $1.06 each, $11.24 per dozen 

BALLYSILLAN (Small-cupped 3a) 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). An early and brilliant 
small-cupped flower of fine quality with clear yellow perianth of very smooth firm 
texture and shallow vivid deep red cup; good stem and neck. 

4f6 each, 48/— per dozen. 63 cents each, $6.75 per dozen 

BALLYWALTER (Bicolor Trumpet lb) 3-4 (W. J. Dunlop). A very fine bicolor 
trumpet having broad smooth pure white perianth and clear deep lemon yellow trumpet 
with beautifully rolled brim. Good stem and neck, vigorous plant. A splendid show 
flower. 

£9 each. $25.29 each 

BELLEVUE (Large-cupped 2b) 3 (W. J. Dunlop). An extremely beautiful and most 
striking flower bred from Mitylene x Painted Lady. The broad smooth petals are of 
sparkling white and the crown is of a most unusual and attractive bright orange with 
a slight tint of apricot in certain lights. Very vigorous and free of bloom and increase. 
Comes in beautiful form in pots. 

27/6 each. 53.87 each 

BINKIE (Large-cupped 2d) 4 (Wolfhagen). A most distinct but rather curious seedling 
raised in Tasmania; it is really a reversed bicolor. A flower of very good form and 
quality, with broad, flat, pointed perianth, and a well-proportioned cup. On first 
opening, the whole flower is clear sulphur-lemon, but the cup gradually passes to almost 
white. 

10/6 each, 115/- per dozen. $1.48 each, $16.16 per dozen 

BLARNEY (Small-cupped 3b) 4 (J. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1946, as a Show 
flower. This is one of the most distinct and charming flowers yet introduced. It has 
a firm, satin-smooth snow-white perianth and a flat salmon-orange crown with a narrow 
primrose rim. A flower of lovely quality, ideal as a Show Flower or Decorative Bloom. 
Tall, strong stem. 

3/3 each, 36f- per dozen. 46 cents each, $5.06 per dozen 

BRAVURA (Small-cupped 3b) 5 (Guy L. Wilson). Very large flower of superb quality, 
having very broad solid perianth of great substance, perfect smoothness and purest 
poeticus white and well-balanced deep vivid orange-scarlet crown; strong vigorous 
plant. 

10/6 each, 115/- per dozen. 81.48 each, $16.16 per dozen 

BROOKFIELD (Large-cupped 2c) 2-3 (W. J. Dunlop), A lovely large flower of wonder-
ful thick waxy texture and smoothest quality, bred from Dava x Justice. Broad, flat, 
pure white petals and well proportioned rather shallow crown which opens cream 
soon passing to white, one of the most perfectly modelled exhibition flowers in 
cultivation. Stock very limited only a few to offer. 

LIO each. $28.10 each 

2/- each, 21 /- per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 

BUNCRANA (Large-cupped 2b) 3-4 (J. L. Richardson). P.C., R.H.S., 1941. A most 
distinct and beautiful first-class Show flower, having very broad flat, pure white shovel-
shaped segments, and a beautifully proportioned longish frilled cup of unusual deep 
peachy orange colour. 

3/6 each, 38/— per dozen. 49 cents each, $5.34 per dozen 

CAERLEON (Large-cupped 2a) 3-4 (Miss Evelyn). A.M., R.H.S., A striking Show 
flower with broad, deep yellow perianth; very flat and of fine substance. The large-
saucer-shaped crown is fully inches across, of a most intense solid red. Vigorous 
grower with tall, strong stems. 

1/3 each, 12/6 per dozen. 18 cents each, $1.76 per dozen 

CANTABILE (Poeticus 9) 5 (Guy L. Wilson). Ono of the finest Posts seen to date 
having sparkling frosty white perianth and large flat deep green eye rimmed with red. 
Should be cut young to preserve its wonderful colour. 

2/6 each. 27/- per dozen. 35 cents each. $3.79 per dozen 

(Guy L. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S. Best flower 
magnificent flower of exquisite quality and 

pointed, even perianth and well balanced, 
Absolutely pure clear white throughout. 

yet seen. 
per dozen. $1.20 each, $12.65 per dozen 

CARBINEER (Large-cupped 2a) 4 (A. M. Wilson). A magnificent flower of splendid 

carriage and stiff substance having broad flat golden yellow perianth standing at right 

angles to the large bright orange red cup. Fine show flower, valuable parent and one 
of the best for market. 

If— each, I0/— per dozen. 14 cents each, S 1.41 per dozen 

CARNALEA (Small-cupped 3b) 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A large tall well posed flower 
having pure white perianth and shallow expanded saucer-shaped whits crown, edged 
by a well defined band of lemon-gold, thus creating a strikingly lovely luminous effect. 

Strong plant. 
4/6 each, 4B/- per dozen. 63 cents each, $675 per dozen 

CAR N LO UGH (Large-cupped 2c) 2 (Guy L. Wilson). A distinct flower having broad 
firm flat pure white perianth. On first opening the crown is faintest citron with a 
frill of soft coral pink; in time the entire flower passes to pure white throughout. 

2/- each, 21f- per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen. 

CASTLECOOLE (Large-cupped 2b) 4 (W. J. Dunlop). A most lovely large flower 
of unknown pedigree having very large broad flat perianth of somewhat circular outline. 
and silken smoothness. The large rather flat crown is creamy white with a delightful 
pale wire rim. Grows to an immense size and lasts quite an exceptional time in good 
condition. Must be in flower for some time before it develops its full size, substance 
and colour in the rim. A nice show flower of quite unique colour. 

£7 each. $19.67 each 

BROUGHSHANE (White Trumpet Ic) 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1943. 
A magnificent giant white trumpet of perfect form and balance. The large trumpet 
being widely flanged reflexed and frilled does not overbalance the immense perianth 
which is fully 5?,- inches in diameter, the outer segments being up to 2i inches wide. 
A flower of immense substance and quite exceptionally durable. Strong vigorous plant. . 

15f- each, 165/- per dozen. $2.11 each, S23.18 per dozen 

BRUNSWICK (Large-cupped 2b) 1-2 (P. D. Williams). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1939. A very 
beautiful first early flower of exceptional lasting power, either on the plant or as a. 
cut flower. Broad, flat, pure white perianth, and well balanced crown of a delightful 
tone of very cool, clear, pale greeny lemon, shading to white at the base. Tall, strong 

plant. 

CANTATR10E (White Trumpet Ic) 3 
R.H.S. Daffodil Show, 1939 and 1951. A 
marvellously smooth texture; clean-cut, 
perfectly smooth, rather slender trumpet. 
The finest white trumpet for exhibition 

8/6 each, 90/- 
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CASTLEREAGH (Yellow Trumpet la) 3 (Guy L. %Vasco). A grand, large, rich, 
yellow trumpet of fine quality and good substance. Strong, vigorous grower, very 
free of bloom and increase. A splendid garden plant. One of the very finest and most 
striking trumpets and should make a fine market flower. 

3/- each, 33!- per dozen. 42 cents each, $4.64 per dozen 

CASTLEROCK (Large-cupped 2a) 2 (W. J. Dunlop). A very large and striking 
flower, having large, broad smooth, flat, deep yellow petals and well proportioned 
bright crimson-red crown. A splendid Show flower. 

12/6 each. S1.76 each 

CEYLON (Large-cupped 2a) 2-3 (J. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S. A flower of 
beautiful form and proportion having broad smooth shovel-pointed perianth of wonder-
ful deep aureolin gold and dark clear intense cadmium orange-red crown which the 
raiser claims to remain quite sunproof. Tail, robust plant with stiff stem and short 
neck. Free flowering and rapid increaser. 

30/- each. 54.22 each 

CHARIS (Large-cupped 2c) 3 (Jackson, Tasmania). A flower of exquisite refinement, 
grace and perfect balance. Overlapping, pointed, pure white perianth of lovely texture 
and beautifully proportioned, finely frilled, almost white crown, faintly flushed pink. 
A valuable parent for breeding pinks. 

3/6 each, 38/- per dozen. 49 cents each, $5.34 per dozen 

CHARITY MAY (Cyclamineus 6a) 2 (C. F. Coleman). A.M., R.H.S., 1948, as a show 
flower. A.M., Wisley Trials, 1952. One of the best of a remarkable series of Cyclamineus 
hybrids bred from Mitylene x cyclarnineus, which represent a wonderful advance in 
this section. This is a most charming and graceful flower of lovely quality and soft clear 
yellow colour: broad overlapping much reflexed perianth segments: cup waisted, 
with frilled and slightly expanded mouth. Height 12-15 inches, Free of increase and 
good laster making a splendid garden plant. Lovely in pots. 

15/- each. S2.1 I each 

CHINESE WHITE (Small-cupped 3c) 4 (Guy L. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H,S., 1949. A 
very large flower of quite faultless form and quality having very broad circular satin 
smooth perianth fully 4:; inches in diameter and perfectly proportioned shallow fluted 
saucer crown; absolutely pure white throughout except for a faint touch of green 
in the eye. The finest exhibition flower of its type seen to date. 

12/6 each, 135/.- per dozen. $1.76 each, $18.97 per dozen 

CH U NG KING (Small-cupped 3a) 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). This magnificent flower is the 
finest yellow perianthed small-cupped variety for exhibition yet sent out. A large, 
tall-stemmed, circular flower, having very broad, smooth, clear golden perianth and 
intense deep vivid red shallow crown, A wonderful piece of colour. Strong, vigorous 
plant and exceptionally free of bloom and increase. 

6/- each, 65/- per dozen. 84 cents each, $9.13 per dozen 

CORBY (Large-cupped 2c) 5-6 (Guy L. Wilson). A fine flower of beautiful quality 
having broad flat pure white perianth and well proportioned cream crown which soon 
passes to white. Extremely valuable, coming at the very end of the season, when all 
other large-crowned white varieties are completely over. Likely to prove of much 
value for market. 

3/6 each, 38/- per dozen. 49 cents each, 55.34 per dozen 

CORINTH (White Trumpet lc) 2 (Brodie of Brodie). A splendid large flower of 
wonderful substance having broad flat pure white perianth standing at right angles 
to the bold ivory trumpet. Vigorous and free. 

3/- each, 33/- per dozen. 42 cents each, $4.64 per dozen 

CORNCRAKE (Small-cupped 3b) 6 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. 1955. A lovely large 
flower of splendid quality and substance with broad rounded smooth pure white 
perianth and frilled perfectly proportioned orange red crown. Valuable on account 
of its lateness, flowering at the very end of the season. 

30!- each. $4.22 each 

COTOPAXI (Large-cupped 2a) 3-4 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1942. Best 
flower of R.H.S. Daffodil Show 1995 and 1947. A grand flower of lovely form, balance 
and quality. Broad smooth, flat golden perianth and beautifully proportioned not too 
large well frilled deep orange cup. Splendid in pots. 

1/6 each, 161. per dozen. 21 cents each, 52.25 per dozen 

COUNSELLOR (Yellow Trumpet Ia) 4 (Guy L. Wilson), A striking late flowering 
deep, pure, self-gold Ajax of great size and imposing carriage, having flat, broad wide-
spread perianth, standing at right angles to the rather slender trumpet, which has 
an effectively serrated flange. Flowers of great substance, carried on very strong stems. 
Splendid broad upright foliage which keeps green exceptionally late. 

3)- each, 33/- per dozen. 42 cents each, $4.64 per dozen 

COURAGE (Large-cupped 2c) 3 (Brodie of Brodie). An immense water-lily-like 
flower of splendid substance and quality and purest clear white throughout; broad 
pointed perianth and large long crown slightly flanged at the mouth. A glorious great 
white flower; very vigorous and free flowering; valuable parent. 

7/6 each, 80/- per dozen. $1.06 each, $11.24 per dozen 

CRAIGYWARREN (Large-cupped 2a) 3-4 (W. J. Dunlop). A magnificent flower of 
largest size, splendid quality and wonderful thick waxy texture. Broad smooth, flat, 
overlapping, deep, yellow perianth and beautifully proportioned crimson-red crown. 
A first-class Show flower. Vigorous plant and good doer, 

17)6 each. $2.46 each 

CREBILLY (Large-cupped 2b) 2-3 (W. J. Dunlop). A charming flower with broad 
overlapping white perianth and rather flat creamy white crown rimmed and flushed 
with pale greeny lemon. A lovely decorative flower which comes in particularly 
beautiful form in pots in a cool greenhouse. Much admired when exhibited in my trade 
groups at shows. 

51- each, 55/. per dozen. 70 cents each, $7.73 per dozen 

CROMARTY (Yellow Trumpet Ia) 4 (Brodie of Brodie). A.M., R.H.S., 1938. A 
very perfect Show flower of medium size and outstanding quality, with beautiful smooth, 
flat perianth and perfectly balanced trumpet, evenly flanged at the mouth, the whole 
flower being deep golden yellow throughout. First class for exhibition, and a splendid 
garden plant. 

CUSHENDALL (Small-cupped 3c) 5-6 (Guy L. Wilson). A charming flower quite 
perfect in form and quality and of splendid substance; broad smooth circular pure 
white perianth with very shallow saucer crown edged with a delicious cream coloured 
frill the whole centre being lovely moss green. 

6/- each, 651- per dozen. 84 cents each, $9.13 per dozen 

DIOL1TE (Large-cupped 2a) 2-3 (Miss Evelyn). A.M., R.H.S. A very large flower 
of beautiful form balance and quality having flat soft clear yellow perianth and medium 
sized clear yellow crown edged with a band of bright orange red. Tatl strong stem; 
vigorous and free. 

3/6 each, 38/- per dozen. 49 cents each, $5.34 per dozen 

DREAMLIGHT (Small-cupped 3b) 5 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M. Haarlem, 1949. An 
exquisite flower with broad smooth circular perianth of sparkling snow-white; ground 
colour of the eye is white overlaid soft pale grey-green edged with a sharply defined 
rim of deep cerise. 

2i. each, 21/- per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 

DREEN (Large-cupped 2b) 3-4 (W. J. Dunlop). Bred from White Sentinel x Evening. 
This is a flower of wonderful thick waxy texture and good quality having broad flat 
very smooth pure white petals and beautifully proportioned pale pink crown. This 
flower should prove of much value for breeding pinks. 	

17)6 each. $2.46 each 

2/6 each, 27/- per dozen. 35 cents each, $3.79 per dozen 
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DU N FAN E (Large-cupped 2c) 1-2 (W. J. Dunlop). A beautiful first early show flower 
of splendid quality having perfectly proportioned trumpet crown standing at right 
angles to the broad flat smooth perianth. The whole flower is pure white throughout. 
Vigorous and free. 

10f- each, 110/- per dozen. $1.41 each, $15.46 per dozen 

DUNGANNON (Yellow Trumpet Ia) 3 (W. 3. Dunlop). A splendid show flower 
of the highest quality, having beautifully smooth flat perianth standing at right angles 
to the trumpet which is nicely expanded and frilled at the mouth. The whole flower 
is clear mid-yellow throughout. Tall strong plant with good stem and neck. 

25/- each. $3.51 each 

DUNKELD (Large-cupped 2a) 4 (Brodie of Brodie). A magnificent richly coloured 
flower having broad smooth circular clear yellow perianth of great substance and a 
shallow, expanded, solid, vivid orange-scarlet crown. A grand Show flower; should 
make a splendid market variety when it becomes more plentiful. Very vigorous and 
free of bloom and increase. 

2)- each, 211- per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 

DUNLEWEY (Large-cupped 2c) 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1938. A large 
and lovely Show flower of smoothest quality and perfect form: broad, smooth, pure 
white perianth and large smooth cream crown. Very free of bloom and increase; 
vigorous but stem rather short. A magnificent garden plant. 

2f- each, 21/. per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 

DUNLOY (Large-cupped 2b) 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A most charming and attractively 
dainty flower bred from Mitylene x Evening, having broad smooth pure white perianth 
and beautifully proportioned pale shell pink cup which holds its colour much better 
than most pink flowers, A delightful flower for cutting and splendid in pots in the 
cool greenhouse. 

3/- each, 33/- per dozen. 42 cents each, $4.64 per dozen 

DUNLUCE (White Trumpet 11c) 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A perfectly lovely flower of 
great refinement; purest icy white throughout with entrancing cool green tones in 
the base of the trumpet; form and quality alike most beautiful. Valuable for breeding 
pure whites. 

3/6 each, 38f- per dozen. 49 cents each, $5.34 per dozen 

EFFECTIVE (Bicolor Trumpet lb) 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1935, A brilliantly 
contrasted bicolor trumpet of good substance, having pure white perianth and brilliant 
intense golden trumpet. A slight halo of clear yellow shows in the perianth just where 
it joins the trumpet. 

2/3 each, 241- per dozen. 32 cents each, $3.37 per dozen 

ENNISKILLEN (Small-cupped 3b) 4-5 (W. J. Dunlop). A magnificent small-cupped 
flower of exceptionally perfect form and quality combined with good size. Broad smooth 
flat pure white perianth and deep crimson red crown of startling brilliance. A first 
class show flower with good stem and neck; comes in splendid form in pots. One of 
the best red and whites l have seen to date. 

45/- each. 36.32 each 

EVENING (Large-cupped 2c) 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A lovely pure white flower of perfect 
quality having broad smooth perianth and nicely proportioned crown; sturdy plant 
of medium height. As a pollen parent it often produces pink in the crowns of its progeny. 

2f.. each. 2I/- per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 

FERMOY (Large-cupped 2b) 4-5 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1943. A magnificent 
flower of great size and fine quality. Very large pure white perianth of great substance 
and well proportioned beautifully frilled bowl-shaped crown, bright orange-red at 
the mouth, shading to gold in the base. Very vigorous plant. 

3!- each, 33/- per dozen. 42 cents each, $4.64 per dozen 
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FLAMENCO (Large-cupped 2b) 3-4 (3. L. Richardson). F.C.C., Wisley, 1952. A 
large flower having round flat overlapping creamy white perianth and large widely 
expanded Seville orange crown which retains its bright colour well and is probably 
the most sunproof red and white flower. Tall strong robust plant. 

1/6 each, 16/- per dozen. 21 cents each, $2.25 per dozen 

FOGGY DEW (Small-cupped 3c) 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A most beautiful flower, half-
sister to Chinese White, Star Dust, etc. Very broad, rounded, much overlapping large 
pure white perianth of fine substance and quality; smallish frilled white crown, having 
a deep sage-green centre. 

7/6 each, 80/- per dozen. $1.06 each, $1 1.24 per dozen 

FORESIGHT (Bicolor Trumpet Ib) I (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. A first early 
flower of good form and quality having broad flat white perianth and neatly flanged 
golden trumpet. Vigorous and free but stem a little short. 

4/- each, 44f- per dozen. 56 cents each, $6.18 per dozen 

FORFAR (Small-cupped 3b) .4-5 (Brodie of Brodie). A.M., R.H,S., 1932, A very 
striking flower, having broad, flat, white perianth, of fine substance and a large, widely 
expanded brilliant solid red crown. Strong grower and splendid show flower. 

1/6 each, 16f- per dozen. 21 cents each, $2,25 per dozen 

FORTUNE (Large-cupped 2a) I (W. T. Ware). F.C.C., R.H.S. A magnificent flower 
of the largest size, perfect form and gorgeous colour borne on a two feet stem having 
flat overlapping clear deep lemon gold perianth and very large long crown of wonderful 
deep coppery orange red. Very vigorous and opening at the beginning of the season. 
Although no longer new it is still one of the outstanding flowers of to-day. 

9d each, 7/6 per dozen, 55f- per 100. 10 cents each, SI.06 per dozen, $7.73 per 100 

FRIGID (Small-cupped 3c) 6 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1947. One of the very 
latest flowers opening with the last of the Poets. The perianth is up to four inches 
in diameter and composed of beautiful broad smooth pointed segments and smallish 
fluted almost flat crown. The whole flower is purest ice white throughout except 
for a most lovely vivid emerald eye. Good stem and neck, vigorous and free flowering. 

8/6 each, 90/- per dozen. $1.20 each, $12.65 per dozen 

GALA (Large-cupped 2b) 4 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Folly x Red Abbott. Beautiful 
pure white perianth well frilled bowl-shaped cup, brilliant orange-scarlet with a touch 
of citron-green in the centre. Very nearly sunproof. 

4f- each, 44/. per dozen. 56 cents each, $6.18 per dozen 

GALWAY (Large-cupped 2a) 3 (I. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H,S., 1948. A magnificent 
large golden yellow self of the highest quality bordering on trumpet proportions having 
broad smooth perianth and well flanged trumpet crown. First class for exhibition 
and a splendid garden plant. One of the finest varieties ever raised. 

17/6 each. P2.46 each 

GARRON (Yellow Trumpet Ia) 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., M.D.S., 1934. A.M., 
R.H.S., 1944. A.M. Wisley Trials, 1946, A magnificent flower that combines refinement 
of quality and colour with great size. Great long pointed and slightly waved perianth 
of smoothest velvety texture and thick substance, trumpet nicely serrated; colour 
a beautiful deep clear primrose or soft full lemon self, Enormously vigorous. 

2/- each, 21f- per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 

GLENGORMLEY (Large-cupped 2b) 3-4 (W. J. Dunlop). A lovely flower of most 
unusual colouring having broad smooth pure white perianth and nicely proportioned 
crown of deep salmon-orange with narrow lemon yellow rim. Strong vigorous plant 
very free of bloom and increase. 

17/6 each. $2.46 each 



GLENLESLIE (Large-cupped 2c) 3 (W. J. Dunlop). A very fine pure white flower 
of perfect quality bred from White Sentinel. Broad smooth flat pure white petals and 
nicely proportioned medium-sized crown which opens cream but the whole flower 
soon passes to pure white throughout, becoming one of the whitest flowers I have 
seen; lasts an amazing time in good condition. 

I0/- each, 110/- per dozen, $1.41 each, $15.46 per dozen 

GLENMAN US (Large-cupped 2c) 4 (W. J. Dunlop). P.C., R.H.S., 1949. A sister 
seedling to Brookfield being raised from the same cross. A flower of medium size and 
exceptionally perfect form, balance and proportion. Broad, flat, satin smooth over-
lapping pure white petals and beautifully proportioned medium cream crown, which 
soon passes to pure white. Perfect Show flower and a strong, vigorous plant. It comes 
in magnificent form in pots in the cold greenhouse. 

651- each. $9.13 each 

GLENOCUM (Large-cupped 2c) 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). •A.M., R.H.S., 1949. A very 
striking flower of largest size and splendid quality bred from White Sentinel x Kanchen-
junga. Very broad smooth pure white perianth and nicely proportioned crown, which 
is beautifully frilled at the mouth. One of the most striking giant whites which I have 
seen to date. Much admired at the R.H.S. Daffodil Show in 1949 when it received an 
unanimous Award of Merit. 

15/- each, 1501- per dozen. $2.11 each, $21.08 per dozen 

GLENWHERRY (Small-cupped 3b) 4-5 (W. J. Dunlop). A magnificent show flower 
of the highest quality combined with wonderful size, good form and brilliant colour 
contrast, Broad perfectly smooth pointed snow white perianth and beautifully pro-
portioned solid crimson red cup. One of the very finest flowers of its type yet seen. 
Ist Prize open Single Bloom Class, Div. 3b, R.H.S. Daffodil Show, 1950. 

17/6 each. $2.46 each 

GOLDCOURT (Yellow Trumpet la) 3-4 (J. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1947. 
Best flower London Show, 1944. A first-class exhibition flower of perfect form and 
beautiful quality, bred from Crocus x Cromarty. Flat, smooth, overlapping; pointed 
segments and well balanced not over wide trumpet. The whole flower is pure Maximus 
gold throughout. 

GOLDEN DOLLAR (Yellow Trumpet la) 2-3 (W. J, Dunlop). One of the finest 
yellow trumpets seen to date coming consistently in good form. It is of intense deep 
gold throughout both perianth and trumpet, of silken smoothness, perfect proportion, 
good balance and nice short neck. First class show flower. 

LIO each. $28.10 each 

GOLDEN MILLER (Yellow Trumpet la) I (Donard Nursery Co.). A splendid large 
deep golden yellow trumpet of nice form and good substance flowering at the very 
beginning of the season just after Forerunner. Extremely valuable on account of its 
earliness coming in beautiful form in pots in the cool greenhouse. 

2/- each, 21/- per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 

GOLDEN TORCH (Large-cupped 2a) 2 (Brodie of Brodie), A.M., R.H.S., 1947. 	A 
grand large rich golden flower of most beautiful form, quality and proportion, short 
neck and perfectly posed on a tall, strong stem. Perfectly formed broad smooth flat-
pointed clear rich gold perianth, and well balanced frilled crown of slightly deeper 
and more intense gold. Vigorous, free of bloom, and wonderful forcer. 

8/6 each, 90j- per dozen. 51.20 each, $12.65 per dozen 

GOYESCAS (Small-cupped 3a) 4 (Brodie of Brodie). One of the few small-cupped 
flowers with yellow perianths. An attractive flower, with rounded pale yellow, smooth 
perianth, and an expanded bright yellow crown, banded with vivid red. 

1/6 each, 16/. per dozen. 21 cents each, $2.25 per dozen 
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GREENCASTLE (Small-cupped 3b) 4-5 (W. J. Dunlap). A flower of quite unique 
and lovely colouring which has been very much admired growing here. Broad smooth 
white perianth of nice quality and rather flat crown of deep mossy green with a broad 
rim of orange. A wonderful piece of colour and a splendid vigorous plant very free 
of bloom and increase. 

50/- each. $7.03 each 

H I LLMO U NT (Large-cupped 2b) 4 (W. J. Dunlop). A very large and striking flower 
bred from Aleppo x Hades, having very broad overlapping pure white perianth and 
beautifully proportioned medium crown of dark crimson-red. This flower has come 
consistently good during the past few seasons and should prove of much value. Strong, 
vigorous plant; very free of bloom and increase. 

5/- each, 55/- per dozen. 70 cents each, $7.73 per dozen 

HUNTER'S MOON (Yellow Trumpet la) 3 (Brodie of Brodie). A.M., R.H.S., 
1943. A lovely flower of unique colouring, being clear shining cool greenish-lemon-yellow, 
most intense at the outer edge of the beautifully flanged and serrated trumpet. A very 
decorative flower, vigorous and free blooming. 

7/- each, 75/- per dozen. 93 cents each, $10.54 per dozen 

INDIAN SUMMER (Large-cupped 2a) 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A strikingly brilliant 
flower having broad, circular perianth of great substance and deepest, intense golden-
yellow and nicely proportioned shallow crown of vivid deep orange-scarlet. Tall stern 
and an exceptionally good (aster; valuable seed parent. 

4/6 each, 481- per dozen. 63 cents each, $6.75 per dozen 

INTERIM (Large-cupped 2 ,5) 4 (Guy L. Wilson). Charming and most distinct 
decorative flower; clear white, very slightly reflexing perianth; the petals slightly 
incurved at their edgcs; pale, clear, green ,/ citron-primrose goblet-shaped cup flushed 
or banded with strong rather salmon-pink at the edge. Tall strong sterns and vigorous 
plant. 

15/- each, 165/- per dozen. 52.1I each, $23.18 per dozen 

IRISH CHARM (Large-cupped 2b) 4-5 (W. J. Dunlop). An extremely lovely flower 
of the very highest quality bred from White Sentinel x Mulberry. The broad very flat 
perianth is of silken smoothness and snowy white while the rather flat perfectly pro-
portioned crown is of an unique shade of orange. A magnificent show flower with 
a first class stem and neck. Strong vigorous plant. Much admired growing here during 
the last few seasons. 

60/- each. $8.43 each 

ISOLA (Small-cupped 3b) 5 (J. T. Gray). A very striking large flower of nice quality 
having very fine circular smooth ivory-white perianth and well proportioned flat yellow 
eye deeply rimmed with orange-red. Tall and vigorous. 

2/- each, 21/- per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 

KANCHENJUNGA (White Trumpet lc) 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1940. 
An immense bloom with the biggest and broadest perianth segments yet seen forming 
an almost perfect circle and a magnificent widely-flanged and serrated trumpet; perianth 
pure whito; trumpet palest lemon passing to white. A really wonderful flower of stately 
carriage which is proving to be an exceptionally valuable pollen parent. 

6/- each, 65/- per dozen. 84 cents each, $9.13 per dozen 

KELLSWATER (Large-cupped 2a) 3-4 (W. J. Dunlop). An exceptionally brilliant 
flower of very good quality and perfect balance, having broad smooth deep old-gold 
petals and deep red eye; very free of bloom and increase. 

12/6 each. $1.76 each 

KILDRUM (Small.cupped 3b) 5 (W. J. Dunlop). A magnificent late flowering red 
and white of very perfect form and beautiful quality having very broad smooth pure 
white perianth and nicely proportioned crown of most striking solid crimson red. 
A splendid exhibition flower combining large size beautiful form and exceptionally 
brilliant colour contrast. 

12)6 each. $1.76 each 

4/- each, 441- per dozen. 56 cents each, $6.18 per dozen 



KILREA (Large-cupped 2c) 3 (W. J. Dunlop). A lovely flower of perfect form and 
splendid quality which was much admired in my winning six seedlings at the R.H.S. 
Daffodil Show in 1951. Broad smooth pure white perianth of beautiful texture and 
perfectly proportioned cream crown which soon passes to pure white. Strong vigorous 
plant free of bloom and increase. 

351- each. $4.92 each 

KILWORTH (Large-cupped 2b) 4 (J. L. Richardson). Bred from White Sentinel x 

Hades this is an outstandingly, fine, large red and white flower, having broad, white 
perianth and perfectly proportioned, bowl-shaped crown of intensely vivid, dark, 
solid orange-red with a touch of dark green in the eye. Tail stem, vigorous plant. 

2/9 each, 30!- per dozen. 39 cents each, $4.22 per dozen 

KINGSCOURT (Yellow Trumpet la) 3-4 (J. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1947. 

Bred from Royalist x Crocus this is probably the finest exhibition Yellow Trumpet yet 
seen. An immense flower of faultless form, superb quality and perfectly uniform intense 
deep golden colour. Flat velvet-smooth perianth of immense breadth and noble perfectly 
balanced, bell-mouthed trumpet. Strong stem; vigorous plant. 

7/6 each, 801- per dozen. $1.06 each, SI1.24 per dozen 

LEINSTER (Yellow Trumpet la) 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). An exceptionally fine flower 
of quite perfect Show form with regular and even, broad, flat perianth and beautifully 
balanced trumpet, with a well-flanged and frilled mouth. Colour a most beautiful deep 
self-lemon throughout. A splendid pot plant. 

2/- each, 21/- per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 

LEPRECHAUN (Large-cupped 2a) 3 (P. D. Williams). A small flower of lovely 
and jewel-like brilliance; deep clear lemon-gold perianth and small goblet-shaped 
clear ruby-red cup; good stem; free and vigorous. It will make a charming cut flower 
if brought indoors before the cup burns. 

1/9 each, 101- per dozen. 24 cents each, $2.53 per dozen 

LIMERICK (Small-cupped 3b) 4 (J. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1946. A very 
lovely flower, raised from Folly x Hades. The broad, flat perianth is pure white and the 
large, absolutely flat eye is intense dark cherry-red. A wonderful contrast in colours. 
A good plant and stands sun well. 

2/6 each, 27/- per dozen. 35 cents each, $3.79 per dozen 

LUDLOW (Large-cupped 2c) 3-4 (A. M. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S. A beautiful flower 
with very broad, flat perianth of immense substance, standing at right angles to the 
bold trumpet-shaped crown. The whole flower is purest ice-white throughout, with 
a lovely sea-green base to the trumpet. A plant with a splendid constitution. 

616 each, 72/- per dozen. 91 cents each, $10.12 per dozen 

MAHMOUD (Small-cupped 3b) 4-5 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1947. A Show 
flower of the very highest quality, bred from Fol!), x Sunst:ir, having very broad, waxy, 
smooth snow-white petals of splendid substance; almost flat crown of bright ruby-red. 

2/3 each, 24,1- per dozen. 32 cents each, $3.37 per dozen 

MASAKA (Small-cupped 3b) 3 (J. L. Richardson). A very large flower raised from 

Coronach x Forfar. The very broad overlapping rounded perianth is purest white of 
immense substance and quality. The flat crinkled crown is deep solid red; very tall, 
strong plant and early for this type. 

22/6 each. $3.16 each 

MATAPAN (Small-cupped 3b) 3 (J. L. Richardson). A lovely quality Show flower 
of medium size, with flat, very round, beautifully smooth, purest white perianth and 
a flat crown of intense crimson. Valuable as a Show flower on account of its earliness 
for a flower of this type. 

MEXICO (Large-cupped 2a) 2-3 (J. L. Richardson). A nice flower bred from Alight 

x Ruston, Pasha having broad rather pointed clear bright yellow perianth and goblet 
shaped cup of bright orange-red. Tall strong plant. 

2/6 each, 27/- per dozen. 35 cents each, $3.79 per dozen 
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MILANION (Yellow Trumpet la) 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1949. A 
splendid large flower of perfect form and proportion, large, broad, rather pointed 
smooth perianth, standing at right angles to the beautifully flanged trumpet. The whole 
flower is clear golden-yellow throughout. Tall stem and good neck. 

10/6 each, 115/- per dozen. $1.48 each, $16.16 per dozen 

MISTY MOON (Small-cupped 3b) 5 (Guy L. Wilson). Larger than most of this 
section, an exquisite flower, having large, pure white perianth and large eye with 
grey-white centre and the outer half a halo of soft pale salmon-orange. 

3/- each, 33/- per dozen. 42 cents each, $4.64 per dozen 

MONACO (Large-cupped 2b) 3 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1938. A show flower 
of exceptional merit having beautifully smooth rather pointed pure white perianth 
and a large expanded crown of deep glowing apricot. Tall vigorous plant. 

3/- each, 33/- per dozen. 42 cents each, $4.64 per dozen 

MOONGOLD (Yellow Trumpet la) 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A lovely flower of fine 
quality and stiff waxy substance having broad smooth pointed perianth and well balanced 
trumpet which has a beautifully rolled brim. The whole flower is of a very pleasing 
deep soft lemon or sulphury gold throughout. Splendid in pots. 

2/- each, 21/- per dozen. 20 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 

MOONSTRUCK (Yellow Trumpet la) 1-2 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1949; 
F.C.C., R.H.S., 1951. An immense flower of fine quality, having great broad pointed 
perianth of faintest cool clear lemon-primrose standing at right angles to the noble 
flanged and serrated trumpet which is of similar pale cool tone, but strikingly 
illuminated by the serrated brim being tipped with bright lemon. Tall strong stem. 

55/- each. $7.73 each 

MULRANY (Large-cupped 2a) 3 ( .1. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1950. A splendid 
large flower of intense deep gold throughout having very broad rounded overlapping 
smooth flat perianth of lovely quality and a large cup widely flanged with a desply 
indented rolled mouth. 

17/6 each. $2.46 each 

NARVIK (Large-cupped 2a) 3-4 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1942. A superb 
red and yellow flower of jewel-like brilliance perfect alike in form quality, balance 
and proportion. Broad, smooth, clean-cut, clear golden yellow segments, with a frilled 
goblet-shaped cup of deep, intense orange-crimson. Tall stem, vigorous plant. 

5/6 each, 62,/- per dozen. 77 cents each, $0.43 per dozen 

NIP1-1 ETOS (Large-cupped 2e) 3 (P. D. Williams). A. M., R.H.S., 1932. A magnificent 
show flower of very high quality having broad, much overlapping smooth pure white 
perianth of thick waxy texture. The crown is beautifully proportioned, nicely frlIled 
and rolled back at the mouth, pale ivory soon passing to white. First-class garden plant 
with strong stems and very free flowering. 

1/6 each, I6/- per dozen. 21 cents each, $2.25 per dozen 

ORMEAU (Large-cupped 2a) 2-3 (W. J. Dunlop). A splendid show flower of the 
highest quality. Broad smooth flat perianth without a crease standing at right angles 
to the perfectly proportioned crown which approaches trumpet measurements. The 
whole flower is of deep golden orange throughout, strong plant; good stem and neck. 
One of the finest flowers of its type yet seen. 

50/. each. $7.03 each 

PARKMORE (Large-cupped 2c) I (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1947. A faultless 
pure white flower of exceptional substance, superb quality and beautiful proportion. 
Broad, smooth, flat perianth and neatly-flanged trumpet crown; short neck and very 
strong stem, which carries the flower well above the strong, upright foliage. Besides 
being a perfect exhibition flower of great beauty, it has the advantage of being a first 
early variety coming in magnificent form in pots in the cool greenhouse. Very vigorous 
and free. 

7/6 each, 80/. per dozen. $1.06 each, $11.24 per dozen 
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15/- each. $2.11 each 



PERA (Small-cupped 3b) 5 (Brodie of Brodie). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1935. A late flowering 
variety of perfect quality having smooth, pure Poeticus white almond shaped perianth 
segments of very strong substance and a solid dark red eye. 

1/6 each, I6/- per dozen. 21 cents each, $2.25 per dozen 

PINK ISLE (Large-cupped 2b) 4 (W. J. Dunlop). P.C., R.H.S., 1954. I consider this 
to be one of the finest and most beautiful pink daffodils which I have seen to date. It 
is a flower of medium size and first class quality having broad smooth pure white 
perianth and perfectly proportioned crown of a most charming shade of pink without 
any of the dullness or coppery tinge which spoils so many otherwise fine pinks. It holds 
its pink colour until the flower fades and is exceptionally lasting either growing in 
beds exposed to all weather conditions or as a cut flower. Very vigorous and free 
flowering. 

POLINDRA (Large-cupped 2b) 3 (P. D. Williams). F.C.C., R,H.S. This is one of 
the finest large-cupped bicolors yet seen and unlikely to be superseded for many years 
as it is such a satisfactory plant and makes an exceptionally good bulb in addition to 
being a first class flower of the highest quality. Broad, flat pure white perianth of great 
substance and smoothest texture and large perfectly proportioned clear yellow crown. 
Very vigorous and free of bloom and increase. 

1/6 each, 16/- per dozen. 21 cents each, $2.25 per dozen 

PORTHILLY (Large-cupped 2a) 3-4 (P. D. Williams). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1936. One of 
the finest and most brilliant of all yellow reds. Broad beautifully shaped clear yellow 
perianth and well proportioned cup of deep solid orange crimson. Exceptionally free 
flowering and rapid increaser with deep blue green foliage. A magnificent garden 
plant. 

9d each, 7/6 per dozen, 55/- per 100. 10 cents each, $1.06 per dozen, $7.73 per 100 

PORTRUSH (Small-cupped 3c) 5 (Guy L. Wilson). A lovely late-flowering variety, 

bred from Silver Coin x Crimson Braid, Broad, flat, pure white perianth of great substance 
and almost flat, white crown with deep green eye. Tall, vigorous plant with good stem; 
very free of bloom and increase; should make a good market flower, coming at the 
end of the season. Has given some very fine seedlings. 

5/- each, 55/- per dozen. 70 cents each, $7.73 per dozen 

PREAMBLE (Bicolor Trumpet Ib) 1-2 (Guy L. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1949. A 
large bicolor trumpet of perfect form and quality having broad smooth overlapping 
white perianth and rich canary-yellow trumpet neatly rolled and serrated at the mouth. 

A first-class Show flower. 
30/- each. $4.22 each 

PRETORIA (Yellow Trumpet la) 3 (f. L. Richardson). An immense yellow trumpet 
with broad, smooth, fiat, slightly pointed perianth and a nicely proportioned large 
trumpet, evenly serrated and rolled back at the mouth. Very strong grower. 

4/- each, 44/- per dozen. 56 cents each, $6.18 per dozen 

PRIDE OF ERIN (Small-cupped 3b) 5 (W. J. Dunlop). A sister seedling to Glenwherry, 
of equally beautiful quality having been raised from the same cross. Broad perfectly 
smooth overlapping perianth of the purest white and nicely proportioned yellow crown 
with a most distinct and attractive bright crimson red rim. One of the vary finest 
rimmed small-cupped flowers I have seen to date and a magnificent exhibition flower. 
Strong vigorous plant very free of bloom and increase. 

PRINCIPAL (Yellow Trumpet la) 3 (Guy L. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S. An exceptionally 
well formed and perfectly balanced self yellow trumpet of great substance, quality 
and thick texture having broad flat circular perianth and a beautifully finished trumpet 
with an evenly flanged mouth. Tali strong stem and vigorous plant. 

2/- each, 21/- per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 
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RATHKEN NY (Bicolor Trumpet Ib) 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. A splendid 
brilliantly contrasted bicolor trumpet of very high quality having broad rather pointed 
smooth pure white perianth and nicely proportioned bright deep chrome-yellow 
trumpet which has a beautifully rolled brim. A grand show flower and very free of 
bloom and increase. Beautiful in pots. 

2/6 each, 27/- per dozen. 35 cents each, $3.79 per dozen 

RED HACKLE (Large-cupped 2b) 4 (Brodie of Brodie). A.M., R.H.S. A magnificent 
large flower having broad rather pointed slightly reflexing pure white perianth and 
frilled bowl shaped crown of solid deep orange red which retains its colour well. Good 
stem and neck; vigorous and free flowering. 

3/- each, 33/- per dozen. 42 cents each, 54.64 per dozen 

RED RANGER (Large-cupped 2a) 2-3 (W. f. Dunlop). A very striking large flower 
of nice form and proportion. Broad smooth flat deep yellow perianth and medium 
sized cup of deep orange crimson. Strong vigorous plant, very free of bloom and 
increase. A nice show flower which looks promising for market when the stock 
increases. Very striking growing in the beds. 

70/- each. $9.84 each 

REPRIEVE (Small-cupped 3b) 6 (Guy L. Wilson). One of the very latest flowers 
coming at the same time as Frigid and Poeticus rocurvus. Broad smooth ivory-white 
perianth, small fluted pale primrose white cup, deep soft green in the centre and frilled 
with cool lemon; tall stem, vigorous plant. 

6/- each, 65/- per dozen. 84 cents each, $9.13 per dozen 

REVELRY (Large-cupped 2a) 3-4 (f. L. Richardson), A. M., R.H.S. A flower of splendid 
quality bred from Carbineer x Bahrom. The perianth is soft yellow, very broad and 
perfectly flat, of immense thick substance and lovely smooth texture; the crown is 
long, slightly expanded, of intense flaming orange-red. Tall, strong grower and first 
class for exhibition. 

8/6 each, 90/- per dozen. $1.20 each, $12.65 per dozen 

ROSARIO (Large-cupped 2b) 2-3 (C. E. Radcliff). A very fine pink of almost trumpet 
measurements having broad smooth pure white perianth and nicely frilled and flanged 
trumpet shaped crown of very pale soft primrose flushed and overlaid throughout 
with rosy shell pink. Given good weather conditions comes almost entirely pink. 
Sturdy plant. 

2I/- each. S2.95 each 

ROSE GARLAND (Large-cupped 2b) 3-4 (f. L. Richardson). A large flower, having 
broad, pure white perianth and shallow, roughly-frilled bowl-shaped crown, pale 
primrose, strongly flushed and margined clear rosy shell-pink. Very tall and vigorous; 
a flower of unusual and enchanting charm for cutting. 

7f- each, 751- per dozen. 98 cents each, 510.54 per dozen 

ROSE OF MAY (Double 4) 6 (Guy L. Wilson). I consider this one of the most valuable 
market flowers which has been introduced for a considerable time flowering as it does 
at approximately the same time as the Poets, before the old Double white opens thus 
filling a long felt want. It is a flower of beautiful form and quality, pure white throughout 
and most beautifully scented. Vigorous and free. 

15j- each. S2.1I each 

ROSE OF TRALEE (Large-cupped 2b) 4-5 (J. L. Richardson). A delightful flower 
of beautiful form and splendid quality having broad smooth flat pure white perianth 
pointed at the tips; long crown nicely flanged at the mouth of rosy apricot-pink right 
claw': to the base. One of the best pinks to date. Very vigorous and free flowering. 

6/- each, 65/- per dozen. 84 cents each, S9.I3 per dozen 

ROUGE (Large-cupped 2a) 2 (Guy L. Wilson). A remarkable break of novel colouring 
which is quite distinct from anything else. The widespread perianth is yellow overlaid 
pinkish buff and the expanded cup is deep rather brick red. Early flowering and comes 
in beautiful condition with full colour in pots. Very vigorous, free flowering and most 
promising market flower. 

3/- each, 33/- per dozen. 42 cents each, S4.64 per dozen 
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801- each. $11.24 each 

45/- each. 56.32 each 



ROYAL RANSOM (Large-cupped 2a) 2-3 (J. L. Richardson). A very large flower 
displaying a striking colour break. Broad shovel-shaped segments of beautiful smooth 
quality of a remarkable soft buff colour which develops a tint of pink as the flower 
ages; medium sized well proportioned dull orange red crown. Good stem and neck. 

7/6 each, 80/- per dozen. $1.06 each, $11.24 per dozen 

RU BRA (Large-cupped 2b) 4 (H. A. Brown). A lovely flower of refined quality having 
broad pure white perianth of silken smoothness without a crease and shallow bowl 
shaped cup of distinct apricot orange. Comes in best form in pots in the cool greenhouse, 
Vigorous and free of increase. 

116 each, 16/- per dozen. 21 cents each, $2.25 per dozen 

RUSSET (Small-cupped 3a) S (Guy L. Wilson). A lovely late flowering small-cupped 
variety having completely overlapping very smooth primrose perianth of leathery 
thickness and very dark crimson-red eye. Tall and vigorous. 

7/6 each. $1.06 each 

RUSTOM PASHA (Large-cupped 2a) 3 (Miss Evelyn). A large striking flower of 
gorgeous colour; widespread, pointed clear deep golden yellow perianth; cup opens 
dull orange and deepens to vivid tangerine scarlet which is quite sunproof. Tall strong 
stem and vigorous grower. A magnificent garden plant on account of its sunproof 
colour. Splendid in pots in the cool greenhouse, coming with very rich colour. Valuable 

pollen parent. 
1/6 each, I6/- per dozen. 21 cents each, $2.25 per dozen 

SALTASH (Large-cupped 2a) 3-4 (P. D. Williams). One of the most beautiful and 
charming red and yellow flowers up to date. Very large widespread perfectly flat 
clean-cut, smooth, golden perianth; rather narrow and long, slightly flanged frilled 
clear bright orange-red cup. A flower of quite exceptional grace and beauty of form. 

2/- each, 21/- per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 

SHANACH (Poeticus 9) 5 (Guy L. Wilson). A magnificent seedling from Dactyl, 
large flower with broad, flat, circular snow-white perianth of exceptionally durable, 
smooth, leathery texture, and fine, bold citron-yellow eye, clearly rimmed with red. 
The perianth keeps perfectly flat, and the flower is very lasting, keeping its colour on 
the plant better than most Poets. Fine stem and good neck, making an ideal market 

flower. 

3/- each, 33/- per dozen. 42 cents each, $4.64 per dozen 

SPELLBINDER (Reversed Bicolor Trumpet Id) 1-2 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S„ 

1948. A large flower of the most wonderful and entirely distinct clear luminous, greeny 
sulphur-lemon. When fully developed the inside of the flanged trumpet passes almost 
to white, while the outside of the trumpet retains its colour and the serrated brim is 
tipped with sparkling lemon—hence the flower becomes a reversed bicolor. A really 
remarkable and most attractive colour break. Free increaser. 

35/- each. $4.92 each 

SPITZBERGEN (Bicolor Trumpet Ib) 4 (1. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1947. A 
magnificent flower of majestic proportions having broad overlapping ivory white 
perianth aid large bold trumpet with nicely flanged and rolled brim which opens pale 
primrose and gradually whitens with age. Tall and vigorous. 

6/- each, 65/- per dozen. 84 cents each, $9.13 per dozen 
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ST. BRIDE (White Trumpet Ic) 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A medium sized, pure white 
trumpet of perfect form, finish and exquisite quality. Should be of value for breeding. 

6/- each, 65/- per dozen. 84 cents each, $9.13 per dozen 

ST. MARY (White Trumpet Ic) 3 (Guy L. Wilson). An exquisite pure ice-white 
trumpet of the utmost refinement, perfection of proportion and beauty of form and 
quality of texture, having broad perianth of fine substance and lovely somewhat slender 
graceful bell flanged trumpet with green shading at the base. 

10/6 each, 115/- per dozen. $1.48 each, $16.16 per dozen 

STRONGHOLD (Yellow Trumpet la) 3-4 (Guy I.. Wilson). A beautiful giant yellow 
trumpet of splendid form and substance, sturdy habit and vigorous constitution. A 
striking show flower and a first-class garden and pot plant as its stems are so strong 
that they stand without support. Vigorous and free. 

2/- each, 2I/- per dozen. 28 cents each, $2.95 per dozen 

SUN CHARIOT (Large-cupped 2a) 2-3 (J. L. Richardson). A large and very striking 
flower having broad flat rather pointed deep golden yellow perianth and well pro-
portioned goblet shaped cup of solid glowing orange red. Tall strong plant and good 
laster coming well in pots. 

30/- each. $4.22 each 

SUN DANCE (Yellow Trumpet la) I (Guy L. Wilson). A first early flower of 
beautiful quality which should make a splendid market flower. Clear brilliant Maximus 
gold throughout, having perianth of good breadth and form, and a well balanced not- 
over-long finely serrated and flanged trumpet. Tall and vigorous; beautiful in pots. 

4/- each, 44/- per dozen. 56 cents each, $6.18 per dozen 

SYLVIA O'NEILL (Small-cupped 3b) 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A sister seedling to 
Chinese White. A large flower of most perfect form and fine quality; pure white perianth 
up to 41s  inches diameter composed of rounded segments of great breadth and smooth 
texture, shallow white crown daintily frilled with pale clear lemon. Very free of bloom 
and increase. 

3/6 each, 38/- per dozen. 49 cents each, $5.34 per dozen 

TAMINO (Large-cupped 2a) 3 (Brodie of Brodie). A.M., R.H.S., 1943. A superb 
.exhibition flower of perfect modelling and quality, having broad, firm, smooth, rich 
deep yellow perianth and shallow fluted crown of dark solid brilliant red. 

4/- each, 44/- per dozen. 56 cents each, $6.18 per dozen 

TEXAS (Double 4) 3 (Late Mrs. R. 0. Backhouse) F.C.C., Haarlem. A most striking 
flower which always attracts much attention when exhibited. The outer petals are 
yellow and those in the centre are bright orange. A large full and well formed flower 
with a good stem. Lovely in pots in the cool greenhouse. 
9d each, 7/6 per dozen, 55/- per 100. 10 cents each, $1.06 per dozen, $;7.73 per 100 

THERM (Small-cupped 3a) 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A fine flower having broad pointed 
yellow perianth of good substance and shallow cup of very deep and vivid almost 
ruby-red. Lovely show flower. 

4/6 each, 48/- per dozen. 63 cents each, $6.75 per dozen 

TINSEL (Small-cupped 3b) 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A most lovely flower from the same 
batch of seedlings as Sylvia O'Neill, but a little smaller than that variety. Broad, satin-
smooth, pure white perianth and shallow white crown, edged with a rim of bright 
gold. A splendid Show flower. 

2/6 each, 27/- per dozen. 35 cents each, $3.79 per dozen 

TROUSSEAU (Bicolor Trumpet Ib) 2-3 (P. D. Williams). F.C.C., R.H.S. A 
magnificent bicolor trumpet of the very highest quality, perfect form, great substance 
and satin like texture. Very broad, smooth, flat, pure white perianth and beautifully 
proportioned straight, neatly flanged trumpet which opens soft yellow and passes 
gradually to a most lovely rich buff rosy cream. The very large flowers take a considerable 
time after first opening to develop their full size and charming colour and last for an 
amazing time in good condition. Strong vigorous plant with good stem. One of the very 
finest daffodils ever raised. 

6/- each, 65/- per dozen. 84 cents each, $9.13 per dozen 
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1/6 each, 16/- per dozen. 21 cents each, $2.25 per dozen 

SILVER PRINCESS (Small-cupped 3c) 6 (W. J. Dunlop). A lovely late flowering 

seedling bred from Silver Salver x Dreamlight, of most delicate and entrancing beauty. 
Broad, flat, overlapping, pure white perianth and very shallow creamy white crown 
with a faint green tinge at the base. Tall strong thin stern holding flower well above 

foliage. 
12/6 each. $1.76 each 

SINCERITY (Bicolor Trumpet lb) 3-4 (Late Dr. N. Y. Lower). F.C.C., R.H.S. One of 
the most perfect exhibition flowers having broad, flat, clean-cut, pointed, pure white 
perianth of flawless smoothness and clear lemon trumpet with a beautifully rolled-back 

brim. 



BaLlyga rvey (See !Doge 6) 

TRUTH (Large-cupped 2c) 2 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M„ R.H.S,, 1940; A.M., M.D.S. 
A superb pure white flower of faultless form, balance and finish, which approaches 
trumpet measurements; broad, clean-cut, flat perianth standing at right angles to 
the evenly-flanged crown. A splendid Show flower. 

6)- each, 65/- per dozen. 84 cents each, $9,13 per dozen 

VIRTUE (Large-cupped 2a) 3-4 (G. L. Wilson). A splendid Show flower on the border 
line between the trumpet and large-cupped divisions of most perfect symmetry and 
quality, having broad, perfectly smooth flat perianth of model form standing at right 
angles to the straight-sided nicely flanged and serrated trumpet-crown; flower of 
the firmest texture and beautiful self clear brilliant gold colour. 

7/6 each, 80/- per dozen. $1.06 each, $11.24 per dozen 

WEDDING BELL (Large-cupped 2c) 2 (W. J. Dunlop). I consider this to be one 
of the very finest whites] have so far seen being best described as a perfectly proportioned 
2c of Cantatrice like quality. The broad flat perianth is of silken smoothness while 
the beautifully proportioned crown has a delightfully flanged bell shaped crown, hence 
the name which was suggested by a visitor in 1951. The whole flower is absolutely 
pure white throughout good plant, only a few bulbs to offer. 

£7 each. $19.67 each 

WHITEHEAD (Large-cupped 2c) 3 (W. J.  Dunlop). This has been one of the finest 
large whites in my seedling beds during the past few seasons combining wonderful 
size with real quality. Broad silken smooth pure white perianth and perfectly pro-
portioned crown which opens cream soon passing to pure white as the flower develops 
in size and substance. Splendid show flower with good stem and neck, Vigorous 
plant. EIS each. $42.15 each 

WILD ROSE (Large-cupped 2b) 4 (Brodie of Brodie). One of the brightest pinlc cups 
in cultivation. The cup is a definite rosy pink to the base and the flower is of medium 
size and nice form and proportion. Good doer and rapid increaser, 

6/- each, 65/- per dozen. 84 cents each, $9.13 per dozen 

W1LLOWFIELD (Small-cupped 3b) 5-6 (W. J. Dunlap). A very striking decorative 
flower of almost startling brilliance which should prove of much value for cutting and 
market when it becomes plentiful. Large spreading pure white perianth and extremely 
bright deep crimson red crown of nice proportion. Exceptionally vigorous and free 
of bloom and increase. 

10/. each, 110/- per dozen. $1.41 each, $15.46 per dozen 

WOODVALE (Large-cupped 2c) 3-4 (W. j. Dunlop). P.C,, 	 1949. A most 
lovely large flower of exquisite quality, bred from May Moleny x Justice. Broad satin 
smooth pure white perianth; perfectly balanced trumpet crown; white at the base, 
flushed and rimmed with pale greeny lemon. A delightful piece of cool colouring. 
A really magnificent exhibition flower. 1st Prize open single bloom class, Division 2C., 
R.H.S. Daffodil Show, 1950. 90/. each. $12.65 each 

YELLOW MOON (Large-cupped 2a) 3-4 (Brodie of Brodie). Bred from Jubiiant 
x St. Egwin. Large broad-petalled well-balanced bloom of great substance and smoothest 
texture; in colour a self of lovely luminous deep lemon tone; has great quality and 
distinct character; very tall and vigorous. 

2/6 each, 27/- per dozen. 35 cents each, $3.79 per dozen 

ZERO (Large-cupped 2c) 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). A glorious flower having very large 
broad fiat widespread perianth and beautiful vase-shaped crown with slightly expanding 
bell mouth. The whole flower is purest icy-white throughout with lovely deep green 
perianth tube. Tall strong stem and good neck. Splendid in pots. 

35/- each. $4.92 each 

Mixed Seedlings 
From the finest varieties in all sections. These are excellent for general purposes, 
and many fine flowers will be found amongst them, Stock very limited. 

80/- per 100. $11.24 per 100 

90/- per 100. Carriage and packing paid in the British Isles. 

20 	 John Cleland & Son, Ltd_ 


